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Shining
Everything's shining
Everything shiny
Looking for something - a part of a dream
Falls from my memory - and I am deceived
Lost in the motion - high with the tide
Feels like a whirlpool - await to subside
A way to subside
And all that I see here - and what it will be
Is something for nothing - and nothing's for free
One day I will leave here - and all you will ﬁnd
Postcards and memories - all days have gone by
But everything's shining
Everything shiny
Everything calm
Everything still
Everything in its place
Everything shiny
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Earth and Sky
Give it back to me
Everything I've lost
And all of what could be
When nothing's really gone
Space - time - earth - sky
What was lost is found
Somewhere out of sight
Still, everything is calm
Before the morning light
I was asleep but now awake
I've come so far from my mistakes
The more I look the more I see
Now everything's revealed
It's OK
Can you see?
It's alright
Words that once were told
Are whispered in the night
But everything I long to be
And somethings that I could not see
Were left to fate was cruciﬁed
I felt so lost inside
Its ok
Can you see?
It's alright
Space - time - earth - sky
I felt so lost
But it's ok
Can you see?
It's alright
I felt so lost inside - felt so cruciﬁed
Now everything's revealed
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Landscape Is Liquid
See that was me - unsatisﬁed
And all I could be - was somehow deﬁned
Here and beyond - stay to the end
I drifted along - had to pretend
Out of control - our houses in ﬂames
Stories are told - with diﬀerent names
Landscape is liquid - moments alive
Slowly I'm drifting - horizons so wide
Landscape is liquid
I thought you might
I'm no longer running - strung out to extremes
Here in the silence - are my lucid dreams
I have good and bad days - and some in between
Awaiting conclusion - is where I will be
I've opened some closed doors - to breathe in new life
Slowly I'm learning - it's how to deﬁne.
I thought you might
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Some Times
Sometimes - I'm restless
Sometimes - devoid
Sometimes - remembered
Sometimes - annoyed
Sometimes - I feel like
Sometimes - a mess
Sometimes - deceiving
Sometimes - possessed
Sometimes - eternal
Sometimes - alone
Sometimes - my progress
Sometimes - unknown
Sometimes - uncertain
Sometimes - unhinged
Sometimes - inside me
Sometimes - herein
Sometimes - in motion
Sometimes - were still
Sometimes - reclaiming
Sometimes - free will
Sometimes - I'm restless
Sometimes - devoid
Sometimes - forgotten
Sometimes - destroyed
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Into the Fall
An endless sky
Forever high
I, I'm awake
I won't forsake
Here's where I belong
Lost into the fall
An endless sky
Forever high
Lying here all I see
Breathe in landscapes
Open seas
Silent clouds ﬂying by
Voices stretched across the sky
A hundred miles
They're climbing high
So very high
I, I'm awake
I won't forsake
Here's where I belong
Lost into the fall
An endless sky
So very high
An endless sky
Forever high
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I am the last descent of man
I am alive
Do you remember me - from another place and time
Someone I used to be - now someone redeﬁned
I know I don't belong here - I am foreign to this place
A man without existence - a man without a trace
I'm a man without a face
The truth it bares a witness - in the truth there's always lies
Though I'm in this place forever - I have nowhere left to hide
In the darkness always danger - in the stories we are told
Lye beneath words of confusion - all these stories growing old
Descent of man
Lost inside a memory - it's another world from here
Was someplace I used to be - now lost is all I feel
Somewhere out there I was travelling - in the darkness of the sea
Are some places I remember - beyond anything I've seen
Descent of man
I've torn down the boundaries - of all that I've been
For I am the witness - of what will be
I'm here on the frontline - of time moving fast
For I am the soldier - I am the last
I am alive
I am the last descent of man
I am alive
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Do You See?
Lost within your mind
Hidden out of sight
Moments past are gone
Waited for too long
What's in your eyes
Leaves you bind
Without sight
And all I know
And all I hear
A lifetime lost
Won't reappear
For nothing left is what it seems
All is left is what will be
And what you see
What will be
Stories never heard
Things I'll never learn
A consequence of this
Moments that I've missed
What's in your dreams
What you believe
Is left unseen
And all I've learnt
From all these years
Is nothing more
Embrace the fear
For nothing left is what it seems
And all I have is what will be
And what you see
What will be
Moments left in the past
What is left never lasts
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